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How many
times have
teachers and
administrators
sent home
notices for
events that
families still
never hear
about?

Written by Hillary Gale-Decker

During the day, schools might also have
parent volunteers for the staff luncheon

Family and community engagement

or community tutors in the library.

continues to be one of the most
significant barriers to student and

And in a post-pandemic world, as many

school success, despite the multitude

events may remain virtual, strong

of available communication methods.

community participation becomes even
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Study after study shows that schools

more important. There are cafeteria

with highly involved families and

services making school lunches available

communities perform better overall;

to virtual students at home, technology

schools that consistently rate parental

teams coordinating off-campus

involvement as weak tend to see

technology, and special education and

student performance remain stagnant

support offering services to families who

— or even fall.

may not be able to join teams in the
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school building.

Schools really do want families to
know what’s going on with their
children within the school walls. At
any school, there is probably
something going on most evenings:
curriculum fairs, PTA events, athletic
games, concerts, drama performances,
parent-teacher conferences, financial
aid nights, 4H Club meets — the list
goes on and on.
Author Note:
Hillary Gale-Decker is a high school English department
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changes, instituted training and leadership, as well as
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But how many times have teachers and
administrators sent home notices for
events that families still never hear
about? Or district programs that gets
canceled because not enough parents
knew about it?
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Families are busier and more mobile than ever. And while they
want to be involved in their children’s education, too often, they
don’t know what’s going on — or when.

By the same token, how many times have teachers tried to reach a parent or guardian about a concern, a success, or
a child’s progress, only to fail because of incompatible schedules or outdated contact information?
Families are busier and more mobile than ever. And while they want to be involved in their children’s education, too
often, they don’t know what’s going on — or when. They know that the school or district website may have the
information they need, but they have to dig through everything there, whether it applies to them or not.
Communication from schools to parents and guardians comes from all directions, making it both inefficient and
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ineffective. Unexpected requirements (like background checks or fees) that might prevent families from participating
are often left to word-of-mouth communication
and printed flyers.
When these efforts prove ineffective, schools typically try adding additional communication channels. Instead of
putting announcements only in the class newsletter or on the district website, they may also send letters, email
families on their email lists, post notifications on the school website, use a district text-messaging app, and make
signs for the carpool lane.
With so many ways to communicate, schools tend to try to do it all. Think about all the different places that
information comes from within the school:

FROM THE OFFICE

FROM THE TEACHER

FROM THE FAMILY

Emails
Home visits
Letters
Phone calls
Robocalls
School website
School social media
Text messaging apps
Weekly newsletters

Class newsletters
Class social media
Class website
Emails home
Google Forms
LMS messages
Phone calls
Text messaging apps

Contact forms
Emails
Phone calls
Text messaging apps
Social media
Visiting the school

Each of these methods have their strengths and drawbacks, but the sheer number of them is a drawback on its own.
Schools don’t know if families are getting the messages, and parents and guardians have so many places to look that
they don’t know where to begin.
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Finally, there are longstanding systemic barriers to family involvement.
For non-English-speaking families and English language learners, it can be tough

With so many
new apps and
emerging
technologies,
schools have
an opportunity
to focus on
connecting
families and
schools.

to know about events happening at the school and to communicate with their
child’s teaching team. While schools can (and are legally required to) provide
translators, those translators often need to be scheduled in advance.
Teachers also find it challenging to contact parents and guardians when the
student information system (SIS) hasn’t been updated. With highly mobile
families and quickly-changing contact information, it can be challenging for
education professionals to stay in touch with parents and guardians regarding
their child’s progress.
There is hope, though. With so many new apps and emerging technologies,
schools have an opportunity to focus on connecting families and schools. But
they must consider the needs of all involved — families, community
organizations, schools, teachers, and students.

WHY AREN' T OUR
SOLUTIONS WORKING?
It’s not as if schools aren’t trying. They have compiled an impressive number of ways to reach out, but most solutions
are only effective in certain situations and for a focused band of users.
The piecemeal solutions pose various issues, but they tend to narrow down to a few simple categories.

OLD-FASHIONED AND TEACHER-BASED
When students are younger and have fewer
teachers during the week, it can be easier to follow
teacher-based communications. Class newsletters
and teacher websites are great ways for parents to
know what’s going on with their child’s schooling...
... if the family knows where to look or how to sign
up to receive it.
But the amount of information parents must sort
through compounds, not just as students get older,
but for every multi-student household.

EXCLUDING ENTIRE SEGMENTS
OF THE SCHOOL COMMUNITY

And it can be a somewhat

We talk a lot about equity for

person at each school or district

students in schools, but we don’t
often think about it as the basis of
school communication strategy.
For all parents and guardians to
join the conversations involving
their kids, schools need to
consider the wide variety of family
A family with a teen in high school

circumstances that make it

and a tween in middle school

difficult for parents and guardians

might be receiving information

to participate:

from fifteen different teachers
HIGHLY MOBILE FAMILIES

through the year!
The delivery methods for all that
information might differ for each
teacher — certainly not taking the
parent’s or guardian’s
communication preferences into
account.
Many districts and teachers have
tried to address this issue through
subscription text-messaging
services, aiming to alleviate

Highly mobile families may have
constantly changing contact
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information that rarely gets
updated in the school’s SIS. There
are many reasons for increased
student mobility, including:
military family reassignments
family job loss
family financial instability
student homelessness
foster care changes
and many more

information overload by reaching
parents on their cellphones. These

Especially at higher grade levels,

apps often link to the district’s SIS,

teachers and administrators tend to

enabling teachers to reach out to

assume that the information is

parents directly, eliminating the

accessible to anyone who looks at

need to find contact information

the website. However, with families

separately.

that are mobile or in transition,

complicated process to find the
responsible for updating that
contact information — both for
families and teachers — so it
seldom gets done. Incorrect
information in the student
information system makes it nearly
impossible for teachers to engage
those students’ families.

Incorrect
information in
the student
information
system makes it
nearly
impossible for
teachers to
engage those
students’
families.

rapidly changing circumstances can
When it works, it’s a fantastic and

prevent them from taking

easy approach to communicate

advantage of it.

with families.
If a family cell phone number
But those text-messaging apps

changes or the family loses access

often have pitfalls of their own.

to their cellular service for any

Unless they’re responding directly

reason, text messaging services

to a teacher message, they can be

can no longer reach them. These

challenging for parents to use and

solutions are based on SMS over

also tend to leave out certain

cellular service, not wifi-accessible

subsets of families.

apps.
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Schools and districts often lack this

ADULT LITERACY
CHALLENGES

tool.

More than 20% of U.S. adults are

There is no comprehensive way to

“functionally illiterate,” defined by

develop data-based
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one study as below a fourth-grade
NON-ENGLISH-SPEAKING
FAMILIES
Teachers know how overloaded
school and district translators are.
They are rarely immediately
available, and usually need to be
scheduled weeks in advance.
But what if something comes up
that needs immediate
communication with a non-Englishspeaking family, and a school
translator isn’t available?

translator themselves.
While many text-messaging apps
and district solutions offer
embedded translation services — a

who is opening and reading

With schools releasing so much

messages, who isn’t receiving them

information from so many different

(and why), or what languages

places, it can be overwhelming for

messages are translated into —

the adults in the student’s family.

both sent and received.

And even more so if they have

Without this descriptive data to

trouble understanding what it all

refer to, many school

means.

communications campaigns are
nothing more than shots in the

Teachers who labor over the

dark.

perfect wording in their parent
effort if the family member reading
it barely gets the main ideas.
For those who may already
mistrust the education system, it
can exacerbate negative feelings
toward the school community.
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communication with our diverse
communities — those services only
apply to the information on a
specific platform.
These families are left out of other
school communications, like
announcements or class updates,
unless translation service is
prioritized.
And it often isn’t.
When translation to other
languages remains an afterthought,
we are leaving some of our
community to figure it out for
themselves.

campaigns if schools don’t know

emails may find little return on that

It often rests on the family to find a

great step toward better

communications strategies and

reading level.

LACK OF DATA FOR
DEVELOPING CONSOLIDATED
COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES
With all of the information that
schools share with families and the
community, they really are
marketing professionals, in a sense.

With all of the
information that
schools share
with families
and the
community, they
really are
marketing
professionals, in
a sense.
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They produce content aimed at
engaging the community and
families in the work that they do.
But one of the most valuable tools a
marketer has is data and analytics
to see what’s working for their
efforts and what isn’t.
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NOT FULLY ADDRESSING PRIVACY AND DATA
SECURITY CONCERNS

But there were other, more sinister data concerns as
the use of communications services soared during
9

remote learning. Privacy breaches and inappropriate
Especially during the COVID-19 pandemic that began

collection and use of student data are, sadly,

in 2020, many communications solutions affected the

widespread in the edtech arena. Schools must ensure

data and privacy of students and teachers alike.

that the services and apps they use — or even
recommend — follow federal guidelines, like FERPA

Teachers without access to school phones were forced

(Federal Educational Rights and Privacy Act) and

to use other modes of communication, often their

GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation).

personal cellphones. Calling from a blocked phone
number makes it less likely that the parent or guardian

They also need to be wary of other data tracking, like

will pick up, so many teachers ended up using their

student age, location, IP addresses, or even photos

personal numbers.

collected by these services — to ensure they remain
private.

Alternatively, some teachers used services that
masked their numbers, but calls to masked numbers

Poor or faulty communication attempts or data

still ring to the personal device — at all hours of the

breaches can lead a community to lose trust in their

day and night.

school or exacerbate an existing trust gap, defeating
the purpose of well-meaning strategies to engage

While districts and schools should encourage teacher

families and communities in the school’s mission.

communication with students’ families, it shouldn’t be
at the cost of the teachers’ own privacy or personal

Given all of these issues and concerns, what needs to

time.

happen to promote a partnership between a school
and the community it serves?

9. Nick Morrison, “Lockdown Learning Platforms ‘Put Children’s Privacy At Risk,” Forbes (22 September 2020).
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sh=7214d89112c8

CONSISTENT
COMMUNICATION BUIL DS
COMMUNITY TRUST
The answer is both complex and straightforward:

And allowing important communications to be pushed
through the parent’s mobile notifications makes them

Schools and districts need a cohesive solution that
all parents and teachers use to communicate

all the more effective.

— whether they have one child in elementary school

But while the goal is to give parents and guardians

or twins in different high schools.

what they need, where they are, they probably don’t
need every piece of information the school and district

While it may sound like a fairly easy solution, few

have to offer.

available communication platforms work on all these
fronts. One might translate, another might allow

This is where curating information works best.

communication with students, and another might
disseminate school announcements. When these

Schools can decide if only a certain group of families

various solutions are stitched together into an

needs a particular announcement — or perhaps even

incomplete strategy, it often leaves out the families

a specific set of parents or guardians for a volunteer

that need it most.

effort. For instance, with district-wide solutions, a
parent/guardian can get all the announcements about

However, there are several family and community

middle school girls’ soccer tryouts for one child and

engagement platforms that help schools do the

high school marching band rehearsal announcements

needed equity work to encourage community trust

for another.

and collaboration.
The parent/guardian should also be able to easily
And they have a lot in common.

reach the children’s teachers and school counselors
on the same platform.

THEY MODERNIZE COMMUNICATIONS

Text messaging and all-in-one app messaging have
shown clear relation to fewer missed assignments,

Modern communication strategies are built for how
families work and communicate. Most parents and
guardians use mobile apps far more often than they
use voice calls or email.
The platforms that do what most districts need
modernize all of the communication coming from
schools, teachers, and community organizations by
compiling it in one place.

especially among lower-performing high school
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students. It makes sense that meeting these families
where they are should be part of the school
communication plan.

10. Peter Bergman & Eric W. Chan, “Leveraging Parents through Low-Cost
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THEY MUST INTEGRATE
WITH CURRENT SYSTEMS
Most districts’ student information
systems are probably up to date
with good contact information for
most families.
Beginning a platform rollout by
texting parents a link to the app is
a great place to start. Most SISs
have a student’s home language
embedded in their profile, so
languages should be automatically

And while systems integration is

THEY SECURE AND PROTECT
FAMILY AND STUDENT DATA

an excellent way to bring the
majority of families into a new app,
we also need to consider families
that might not be input correctly in
the SIS. Whether they are highly
mobile over the long term or simply
changing current locations, they
should be able to install the app on
their phones themselves.

Often, in the quest for a solution that
meets the needs of as many parties as
possible, we overlook some essential
rules surrounding the data. And the
companies that provide these
communication services aren’t always
transparent about how family, student,
and school data is collected and used.

THEY PROVIDE CLEAR
DATA AND INSIGHTS TO
DEVELOP NEW STRATEGIES

customized for the family.

The GDRP is the European standard
for information and data privacy on
the internet. It essentially says that the

An app that does all the tasks

user must be alerted when his or her

Even if a parent/guardian speaks

described above should also

information is collected and that the

English reasonably well as a

provide actionable insights as to

company must relate how it will use

second language, an excellent

who is accessing information, who

the data. Because it is so stringent,

communication platform will

is initiating conversations with

schools should ensure that any

translate English announcements

teachers, and more.

community engagement solution they

into their first language at their
request to ensure understanding.

procure is GDPR-compliant and not
using data for nefarious purposes.

By discovering patterns of usage
(and identifying gaps where usage

Text-to-talk (and talk-to-text) are

is low), districts and schools can

FERPA, on the other hand, ensures

just as vitally important to

focus efforts on what they know is

that student academic information is

equitable communication. If a

working and figure out how to

kept private. Grades, disciplinary

parent/guardian speaks English

improve communications that

records, and other academic records

well but struggles to read it, he or

aren’t effective in participation or

cannot be sold or released to any

she can better understand a

performance.

organization without the parent’s or

teacher’s message in an audio

guardian’s explicit consent. Any

format, whether in their first

Additionally, they can find other

communication solution must be in line

language or second. They should

ways to reach out to families who

with these federal guidelines —

also be able to send a verbal reply

haven’t connected through the

especially if it pulls from the school

to the teacher.

app, as well as encourage families

district’s SIS.

to reach out to teachers and
This text-to-talk feature also
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administrators when they need to.

ensures that adults with literacy
challenges are better able to

For example, when it’s easy for a

communicate with the school, as

legal guardian to ask a question,

well.

then it’s safe to say that a
communication strategy is working
well to smooth paths to access.

11. Constance Beecher & Jay Buzhardt, “Mobile technology to increase parent engagement,” Interaction Design
and Architecture(s) Journal, no. 28 (2016): 49-68. https://www.researchgate.net/profile/ConstanceBeecher/publication/305816552_Mobile_technology_to_increase_parent_engagement/links/5d93c75a458515202b
7a0e36/Mobile-technology-to-increase-parent-engagement.pdf

THEY FOLLOW THE FAMILY

A solution must also be able to involve the whole family.
The beauty of a modern, cohesive family engagement
app is that it keeps the family together.

It’s crucial that any app-based solution stays connected
to parents or guardians when they change phones,

A parent can click a link to sign up a kindergartener for

phone numbers, or mobile carriers, even if their SIS

after-school care, reach out to a middle-schooler’s

information never gets updated.

teacher about a missing homework assignment,
coordinate a child’s 504 meeting, get information about

It must also intuitively understand what the family

the junior prom, and volunteer to help fundraise for a

needs — from language translation, to audio messages,

high-school student’s marching band booster.

to the right information for the family member’s feed.
Districts and schools can push notifications to only the
In essence, it needs to speak to each family’s needs,

families that need them, and families can reach out to

where that family is, and in the right language. It also

all the individuals and groups involved in schooling their

must allow the parent to reach out from that same

children.

place.
Sounds like a community, right?
Even when cellphone numbers and addresses change,
most parents are consistent with their device’s
applications. A cohesive app that follows the individual
— not the device or phone number — is essential.

SELECTING A FAMILY
ENGAGEMENT PLATFORM
With so many options available, how do you choose the right solution for your school or district community?
Ultimately, a family engagement and communication platform needs to do two things:

Meet families and teachers where they are.
Make family communication and engagement initiatives
actionable for district and school leaders.

BASED ON THE RESEARCH AND DISCUSSION ABOVE,
SOME KEY ELEMENTS SHOULD INCLUDE:
An intuitive mobile app for families to reach out from
A focused and relevant feed, unique to the user and based on their
student(s)
Inclusive language and literacy features — translation and text-to-talk
are essential
Data and analytics to provide insights on who is engaging and who is
not, helping to close gaps with specific initiatives
Targeted, secure, closed networks to manage data and privacy
appropriately

IS THERE A PERFECT,
EQUITABLE OPTION?
SchoolCNXT overcomes the key barriers to family and community engagement in schools
and encourages equity of access for all.
It provides a focused approach to district communication efforts by:
eliminating common barriers to family engagement,
providing equity of access to the school community for all families, and
administering secure, two-way communication between families and their schools.
You can learn more about SchoolCNXT at https://www.schoolcnxt.com/. Be sure to view the video where
Principal Luis Torres talks about how much more connected his school is with SchoolCNXT.
If you’d like to hear more, you can schedule a demo on the homepage to walk you through how
SchoolCNXT works to connect families and schools equitably.

www.schoolcnxt.com
33 Bradford Street, Concord, MA, 01742, United States

